Q: How do I setup the server?

A: Run the server program, and the first time you run it, it will ask you for a login and password to use for your administrator account. Enter the login and password that you would like to use, then click OK. The server is now running. Put the files that you want to share into the folder "Default" inside the folder "Bases" which is in the same folder as the KDX Server program. Now open KDX Client, click Connect, enter the address of your server (you can enter an address of 0 to connect to a server on the same computer), as well as the login and password that you chose previously. You are now connected to your server using the administrator account which has full access. Other people should be able to connect to your server using guest access by leaving the login and password blank (unless you disabled guest access). Or you can create accounts by going to "Administration" then "Accounts" in KDX Client. 


Q: Does it use bandwidth if people are connected to my server but idle?

A: Practically none. It is not worth disconnecting people only because they are idle -- you will not save a significant amount of bandwidth that way. As you can imagine, an idle connection is exactly that -- idle. And that means that its bandwidth consumption will also be idle. 


Q: How do I run a server behind a router/firewall?

A: Please see the Router Configuration page at: 
http://www.haxial.com/faq/routerconfig/


Q: I want to change the port number of my server, what numbers can I use?

A: The range that TCP provides for port numbers is 1 to 65,535, but to avoid conflicts, it's probably better to choose something in the range of 5,000 to 45,000. 


Q: When I run my server on a high port number (instead of the default port 10700), I get much better speeds, why?

A: Some ISPs place speed limits on certain port numbers, particularly well-known port numbers. By using a different port number, you can sometimes avoid these speed limits. 


Q: I have only a dynamic IP address, how can I run a server?

A: You can still run a server as normal, the only difficulty is that when your ISP changes your IP address, anyone trying to connect to your server using the old address will get an error message. There are some solutions. You can register your server with a KDX Tracker, which will record your current IP address, and then anyone looking for your server can look for it in the tracker by name. 

Alternatively you can use one of the services that provide you with a domain name, such as www.dyndns.org. You should consult with them about how to use their service. But the basic idea is that you will receive an address something like myname.homeip.net which points to your IP address (something like 10.20.30.40). When your IP address changes, you need to tell dyndns.org what the new address is. Then the address of your server that you give to people is myname.homeip.net, which does not change. 


Q: I have a secondary IP address, how do I make the server use that?

A: KDX Server accepts incoming connections on all IP interfaces on the computer, even though it displays only the primary IP address in the journal/log. 


Q: Will you add a maximum number of download "slots" feature in KDX Server where if those slots are full, then people are put into a queue awaiting a free slot?

A: Please see the Max Slots page at:
http://www.haxial.com/faq/maxslots/ 


Q: How do base folders and custom base folders work? / Can I make one class of users see a different folder/directory structure?

A: After you start KDX Server, it will create a folder named "Bases" inside the same folder as the server. That folder will contain a folder named "Default." Put the files that you want to share inside the "Default" folder. So by default, any account sees the files inside "Default" inside "Bases," but if you want to override this, you can make a folder inside "Bases" with the same name as the account login, and turn on the access privilege "Has Custom Base Folder" for that account. 

If you want all accounts of a certain account class to use a certain base folder, instead of naming the folder the same as the account login, you can name it the same as the account class name (and again, turn on "Has Custom Base Folder" for that account class). 

If you want your admin account to be able to see all base folders (if you have more than the default one), do NOT make an alias/shortcut to the "Bases" folder (due to cataloging behavior). Instead, turn on the access privilege "Can See All Bases" in your admin account. 


Q: When I generate the catalog on my KDX Server, it runs forever / it counts millions of items / it runs out of memory / it uses too much memory.

A: You almost certainly have an alias/shortcut loop. You must find it and eliminate it. This is what happens: The entire "Bases" folder is cataloged, including all subfolders and their subfolders etc. The cataloging does follow aliases/shortcuts to other folders. This is essential because many servers rely on the use of aliases/shortcuts. 

An alias loop is where if you keep following the folders, you will go around in circles forever. For example, folder A contains a folder B, which contains an alias C that points to folder A. KDX will not follow alias loops forever, eventually it will say, "Hey, this is ridiculous, I'm going to abort following these folders and go onto the next ones". However, depending on the structure of your alias loop, a great amount of memory may be consumed before the server decides to abort the loop. You must examine where you have used aliases/shortcuts in order to determine where you have created a loop, and then you must break it by deleting the offending alias/shortcut. 

*	Do not put an alias/shortcut to your hard disk into the "Bases" folder or any KDX-accessible folder, especially if that hard disk contains the KDX Server, because that is an alias loop (when the cataloging goes to catalog your hard disk, and rediscovers the Bases folder, it will also discover an alias to your hard disk, and then it will go to catalog your hard disk, and then it will rediscover the Bases folder, where it will find an alias to your hard disk, and so on forever...). Instead, create aliases to individual folders inside your hard disk, rather than the whole hard disk itself. 

*	Do not put an alias/shortcut to the KDX Server folder into any KDX-accessible folder. When the cataloging goes to catalog the KDX Server folder, it will rediscover the Bases folder, and then it will rediscover the KDX Server folder, and then it will rediscover the Bases folder, and so on forever. 

*	Do not put an alias/shortcut to the "Bases" folder into any KDX-accessible folder. Instead, turn on the access privilege "Can See All Bases" in your admin account. 

*	MacOS X: Do not catalog the MacOS X system folders because MacOS X consists of more than 41,000 items. 

*	Windows: Do not catalog the Windows directory because it contain thousands of items. 


Q: When I set file/folder comments using KDX in MacOS X, they appear in KDX, but not in the MacOS X Finder. What's going on?

A: For some bizarre, unknown, and annoying reason, MacOS X maintains 2 different comments for every item. Carbon programs (like KDX) are given access to one set of comments, but the MacOS X Finder uses a different set of comments. Carbon programs are unable to obtain the comments set by the Finder, and the Finder does not display the comments set by Carbon programs. This seems to be a fault in MacOS X. Haxial does not know of any solution. 


Q: Why don't file/folder comments work in MS Windows?

A: Unfortunately, MS Windows does not support storing a comment with files/folders. MacOS does support this feature. 


Q: Can I run KDX Server as a MS Windows Service?

A: Yes. Please see the MS Windows Services page at:
http://www.haxial.com/faq/mswinservice/


Q: In file lists, the MacOS server shows the number of items inside a folder, but on the MS Windows server, it is blank. Why?

A: Simply because MacOS provides this information, whereas unfortunately MS Windows does not. When KDX asks the operating system for a list of files/items, MacOS also states how many items are inside each folder in the list. MS Windows does not provide this information. Furthermore, there does not seem to be an efficient way to determine how many items are inside a folder when using MS Windows. 


Q: There is an "unnamed" user on my server, and when I Get Info on the user, it says "not logged in", what does that mean?

A: To most people, connecting and logging-in is the same thing. However, the design of the Internet is such that these are actually 2 separate tasks -- a connection must first be established, and then after that is done, then the user can login. It is possible for someone to be connected without being logged-in (but not vice versa). So when it says "not logged in", that means the user is connected to your server, but has not logged in (yet?). If the user fails to login soon, feel free to second-click on it to Force Disconnect it. Note that a user who is not logged in has NO access to your files or news or anything (there is no security flaw). 


Q: Can I ban a whole address range or subnet from my server?

A: Yes. Connect to your server using KDX Client, then go "Administration" -> "Server Settings" -> "Allow/Deny Addresses." Then when you type an address to be banned, you can use wildcards like this:
    123.456.24.*
The '*' means match anything in that place. Here is a list of the special matching symbols that you can use: 

*	* matches any characters. 
*	? matches any single character. 
*	[a-z] matches a range of characters, but note that it only matches against a SINGLE character (frex you cannot do [150-200]). 


Q: I'm using MacOS, and every so often KDX Server displays a message "MacOS reset its networking", what does it mean?

A: This means that MacOS shut down its networking, and then presumably re-established it a moment later. When this happens, MacOS kicks KDX Server off the network, as well as any other Carbon-based server programs running on the computer. There is nothing that KDX can do to prevent MacOS from resetting its networking. However, 4 seconds after being kicked off, KDX Server automatically attempts to re-establish itself on the network. So if you see this error message, it does NOT necessarily mean that your server is down. Why does MacOS do this? There is no good reason. It appears to be a bug in MacOS. Hopefully Apple will fix this bug in MacOS soon. The MS Windows version of KDX does not experience this problem. 

*	Check that your computer is not going to sleep. If MacOS puts the computer in sleep mode, it may also decide to shutdown all networking. Disable all automatic sleep or "Energy Saver" options. 

*	If it happens every night in the middle of the night, then it is probably because your ISP temporarily shuts down your cable/ADSL every night, or alternatively because your ISP renews your DHCP lease (your lease on an IP address) every night. And when this happens, MacOS inappropriately resets its networking. Again there is no need for MacOS to do this, so hopefully Apple will fix their bug soon. 

*	If it happens at any time of the day but still regularly, for example, usually every 40 hours, then it is probably the DHCP as mentioned above. 

*	If turning off DHCP (automatic configuration) and instead using manual configuration completely stops MacOS resetting its networking, then it is definitely the DHCP problem as mentioned above. 

*	If it does not happen every night, but when it does happen, it is usually always in the middle of the night, then it is probably because your ISP temporarily shut down your cable/ADSL while doing maintenance to their network, and MacOS inappropriately responds to this situation by resetting its networking. The theory behind this is that ISPs usually do their maintenance in the middle of night, when people are least active, to minimize disruption to the service. 

*	If completely stopping your KDX Server from listing on trackers completely stops MacOS resetting its networking, then there is a theory that when a UDP packet is sent to a host that is down, and if an ICMP error packet is sent in response, then MacOS incorrectly resets its networking due to some bug related to how it handles ICMP packets. 


Q: I can connect to my server normally, but if I try to connect to it via a Tracker on the Internet, it doesn't work

A: You probably have a router. First you need to determine whether other people on the Internet can connect to your server via the Tracker, or whether this problem affects only you. If NO-ONE on the Internet can connect to your server, then you probably need to configure your router. 

If other people on the Internet can connect to your server via the Tracker, but you cannot, then the following applies: You need to understand the difference between your public and private address. You can find the answer to this on the IP Address FAQ page. If everything is working correctly, Trackers on the Internet will list your server using your public address. Some routers do not allow you to connect to your server using its public address. To be more precise, if you are connecting to your server from within your own LAN (Local Area Network), then you are required to use the private/LAN address of the server. However, other people on the Internet are required to use your public address, and it is the public address that should be shown in the Tracker. 


Q: What program should I use to view the Server History journal/log files?

A: We suggest a spreadsheet program such as Excel. The journal/log files are text file in a tab-delimited format which is compatible with spreadsheet programs. Simply open the file in Excel, and Excel should be able to understand it and format it into columns and rows. Alternatively, a plain text file editor (such as Haxial TextEdit) can also read them, but ofcourse that won't display it as nicely as a spreadsheet program. 


Q: When I upload while simultaneously downloading, it causes my download speed to drop massively, why?

A: If you have a 56K modem, then the TOTAL maximum speed of your modem (including data sent and received) is about 6 kilobytes/sec, and this bandwidth must be shared between uploads and downloads, thus one affects the speed of the other. If you have high-speed internet access such as cable or DSL, then you are probably suffering from the notorious ACK problem. When you download a file, you are not only receiving data, you are also transmitting a small amount of data. This is how the internet protocols work -- in order to give you a reliable download, they must acknowledge received data. So when you are downloading, acknowledgements (known as "ACKs") are sent repeatedly. The catch is that if these acknowledgements fail to be sent promptly, the download speed will drop. 

So why are your ACKs failing to be sent promptly? Many ISPs place speed limits on the internet connections they provide. This is reasonable, however unfortunately some ISPs have implemented the speed limits in a very poor manner -- they limit ALL outgoing data, whereas they should be limiting outgoing data EXCEPT for ACKs. ACKs should not be limited. So what is happening is that when you are uploading, you are hitting the outgoing speed limit, and then your ISP is incorrectly limiting both ACKs and normal data, and with the ACKs being limited, this means they cannot be sent promptly, and this causes your download speeds to plummet. Complain to your ISP. Tell them that it is okay to limit outgoing data, EXCEPT for ACKs! 
